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PRESIDENTIAL MUSINGS
By MRS. ORVAL AGEE
Milwaukie, Oregon
As one travels to different shows
these days they may see manyunusual
Primulas. The different members have
done so much hybridizing, we have
wonderful colors and sturdier plants,
with more doubles in both auriculas
and acaulis. The Julianas are very
attractive with more variety and color.
The candelabra hybrids have also
improved in form and color, but
usually bloom too late for our shows.
One does see many different species,
particularly in Washington, mainly
due to a fine seed exchange.

Perhaps the many different types of
Primulas are what make them such a
fascinating hobby; one may grow so
many species and branch out into a
vast field of hybridizing. More displays or Primrose shows are always
a help to the Society, giving people a
chance to see these lovely plants. Even
a small group may put on a nice
showing of Primulas and create an
interest which will bring new members
into the Society and give them a hobby
that will always be a pleasure.
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An Open Letter to Florence Bellis
By DORETTA KLABER, Quakertown, Pennsylvania
Regional Editor
Dear Florence:
So you are to be free at last! Your
long, hard servitude to the cause of
primroses, to satisfying the demands
of your many customers — the hard
physical work and the long hours of
desk work will soon be over.
I'm glad for you but sorry for us —
your customers and your friends. I
think it must be 20 years or thereabouts that I've been buying Barnhaven seeds. I can see the myriad
blossoms in all their lovely colors
and forms that will be blooming before
so very long.
You, with your love of hybridizing,
and with your sensitive feeling for the
true beauty of primroses, have seldom
gone wrong. Plants from seeds supplied by you have rarely, if ever, been
blatantly large or coarse, but have
kept their fair proportions. We have
to thank you, too, for producing so
many beautiful colors, the pastels as
well as the insistent and satisfying
warmer, richer tones. And we owe
you a debt for bringing back into
circulation some of the old-fashioned
forms : the laced polyanthus, hose - in hose, Jack-in-the-Green. I love the

really old hose-in-hose that my neighbor gives rne, the little orange and red
originals. I've never cared so much
for the new ones with big flowers, but
in recent years from seeds procured
from you I have had little stemmed
hose-in-hose Julianas — a pure white
— a pale yellow — and nothing could
be sweeter. The superimposed flowers
give a richness to the appearance of
the clump, so that as you walk by it
calls for your attention.
Now, suddenly, 1 find myself looking at some of your creations as on
rare jewels that I must hoard and
guard with care, for perhaps they can
never be replaced.
I'm sure I speak for a crowd of
people when I say, thank you, Florence, for all the pleasure you have
given us, for the warm friendly words
(if only on postcards!) and for what
you have done for the cause of primroses.
Now you will have time to write
about them, and then the primrose
world will again be enriched by your
experience.
With love and gratitude,
Doretta Klaber

APOLOGIES TO MR. JELITTO AND MR. LUSCHERN
Contrite apologies are due Mr, Leo
Jelitto and Mr. Robert Luscher — the
article on Primula Spectabilis, which
ran in the summer issue, should have
had this introductory page :
" (1) The story was originally published in a special printing from the
reports of the German Botanical Society, in the year 1937, V. LV, ?1,
Feb. 25, 1937.
" ( 2 ) H. Melchior, "The Distribution
History of Primula Spectabilis Tratt.'
(With two distribution maps and Plate
V I ) . Entered Dec. 20, 1936, delivery
of lecture during the Dec. sitting.
"These notes were graciously loaned
to me by Mr. Leo Jelitto in Stuttgart
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for translation. I think we have here a
rather unusual piece of information
concerning one of our most beautiful
alpine primulas. The bibliography is
complete, and for publication unnecessary. On the other hand, I regard the
text with the bibliography aa an entirety
indispensable for future reference,
should someone be tempted to study
the subject minutely."
Mr. Robert Luscher
Editor in Charge of Translations
Anyone who desires the lengthy bibliography may obtain it by sending
their address and one dollar to Mrs.
Alexander. The fee is necessary to
cover reproduction costs.

Fall and Winter Care for Primula
•

. . . is an article originally published in the Oregon Journal and was
part of the series that created enough interest in primroses to launch
the organization of our Society, 25 years ago, in Portland.
By FLORENCE BELLIS
Barnhauen, Gresham, Oregon

^
^'

The primula family, the members
of which in all fondness are familiarly
called primroses, is as varied a clan
in personal appearance and habits as
any family has a right to be. This is
not surprising since its membership is
made up of both Occidentals and Orientals, coming for the most part from
the mountainous districts of almost
every country lying in the northern
half of the world. This variety of form,
color, fragrance, and tendencies of
growth concentrated in one family is
the secret of their ability to hold fast
the attention and affection of all who
come within range of their loveliness.
And, like all families, there are certain characteristics commonly shared,
such similarity of behavior being a
real comfort to the gardener. It means
that certain fundamentals of culture
apply to all primulas, with rare exceptions, of course.
For instance, the trait of rapidly
growing new leaves while simultaneously allowing the gradual decay of
the old after blooming is the habit of
at least 99 per cent of the family and
indicates not only their perennialism
but their desire to begin storing energy
immediately for use in the future. New
leaf growth is not possible without corresponding root growth and the fresh
rosettes forming around the old plant
are the visible results of new roots
developing just below the surface of
the ground, pushing down from the
crown into the soil as the growing
season advances.
With entirely new roots and leaves
these units or divisions are as fresh
as seedlings, and their need for surface-root coolness and food to store
against next year's blooming period
is the reason all primulas are kept in
better health and greater beauty by an
adequate supply of moisture during
their growing period in the summer
and early fall,

Rest Period
One of nature's most gracious laws
is that everything rests; everything,
.that is, but the gardener. The rest
period of a plant is naturally determined by the blooming period in relationship to the season that precedes
and follows its flowering.
With English primroses, the Juliaes
and some of the Asiatic species, which
spring into action at the first hint of
late winter thaw, it is obvious there is
no time to first gather the necessary
energy for flowering as the later blooming perennials do. This lack of time
preceding the blooming period is the
reason for the new growth immediately
after flowering, the period of rejuvenation which is followed by a late fall and
winter dormancy, complete or almost
complete, depending upon the species.
The signal for the dormant period is
given by the first frost intense enough
to halt the sap flow and stop cell structure, suspending leaf growth in the
evergreen types and destroying the
leaves of the herbaceous species.
Safeguards Needed
There are several safeguarding
measures a gardener should give his
primroses during this rest period and
the period just preceding it.
It is hard to believe that moles
mean no harm in their foraging around
the roots for insects. The damage is
done in the tunneling, drying leaves
and roots in the summer and allowing
free passage for mice in winter, when
roots, crowns, in fact everything but
the last few leaves that can't be reached
even on tiptoe are found to be most
palatable and made to disappear in
their entirety. If the moles have eluded
your most astute efforts, wads of red
squill slipped into the hole where once
a primrose grew will probably exter-
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minate the mouse population using
that particular run.
A final fall baiting with metaldehyde bait for cutworms and slugs will
result inwholesalecasualties, especially
among the new generation.
Whether your primroses come from
England's woodsy pastures, from
12,000-foot boggy Tibetan meadows,
or from the moraines and rock crevices of the Swiss and Austrian Alps,
they all make the same demand for
perfect drainage. In the East, where
the cold is dry, leaves are used to mulch
over ail plants including primroses.
The dry snow follows, and plant life
rests under a warm, dry covering.
But in the Pacific Xorthwest, where the
cold, if any, is moist, a covering of
leaves on primroses is not a mulch
but a soggy, wet blanket. So, when
autumn gets into her stride and really
begins piling leaves around your primroses, occasionally rake them off and
onto your compost heap. Mice and
insects do not like this activity, for
much eating and drilling goes on
under an undisturbed blanket of wet
leaves.
Although most Asiatic primulas are
herbaceous their leaves, as well as
tree leaves, should be kept from forming a soggy mat on their crowns. In
their native lands, winter follows swiftly
on the heels of fall, and their leaves
have barely folded over their heads,
and the grasses over the leaves, when
snow buries them until spring swiftly
warms them into new and lush leafage.
During the winter and early spring,
care should be taken, if you are given
to poking about your garden, not to
injure the bare, sensitive crowns. Not
all of them have ample measurements,
and it might be quite iate in the spring
before some of them begin reaching
for the sun.
Since only a very few are fortunate
enough to possess any of the American
primulas and would sit up all night
with them should danger threaten, there
remain only the European primulas,
'for whom last minute rites can be performed. The roots of these prims dig
deep down in rock crevices or glacial
debris, with their crowns resting either
on boulders or rock chips. Auriculas
are the most universally grown of this
group. A renewed top dressing ofrock
chips or oyster shell around their necks
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would see them through the wet winter
with flying colors. All of the woodynecked Europeans should be treated in
like manner. Should you be in doubt
about root drainage for any of your
primroses, European or Asiatic, lift
them and incorporate a few handfuls
of fine gravel or rock chips in the soil
and replant.
If the plant has not yet been divided
and needs it, do so now during growing
weather, although earlier division is
preferred.
The reason for dividing
after flowering is that the divided portion has a longer growing season and
is more firmly anchored, showing less
tendency to climb out of the ground
when freezing weather breaks some of
the roots. Every week of growing
weather sees the plant more firmly
anchored in the ground and better able
to sustain itself through the winter.
Fir Bough Covering
Should the winter become very cold
and with high winds and no snow or
ice, a light covering of fir boughs or
other material that will admit light and
air yet break the force of the wind will
check excessive drying. The combination of heavy winds evaporating leaf
moisture which cannot be replenished
through the roots because of dry,
frozen ground is the reason for this
precaution.
Seedlings from July and August
sowings should be ready to transplant
now, in the Northwest, and the less
delay the better the future plant.
If planted out of their permanent
positions in the garden, about 50% of
the seedlings will bloom next May,
but fir boughs or similar protection
must be provided as soon as the ground
freezes to the depth of an inch or more.
The young root systems are short and
fragile. After every thaw, each must
be firmed back into the soil. If this is
too much trouble, transplant to flats
and protect from beating rain and
frost. Auricula seedlings and Asiatics
had best be left undisturbed in the seed
flats until spring.
And so, after considering all the
possibilities of pests and weather and
many of the improbabilities, your
primroses will emerge safe and resplendent with the coming of spring
and the Primrose Show.

te
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In late summer and fall, the early-morning visitor at Barnhaven will find
Mr. Bellis hard at work mulching newly set out seedlings. Following him
about netted the Editor the following information:
"This old apple orchard has been shading and producing disease-free
primroses for 25 years. We dig a lot of dirt out every year, too, with the plants
sold. I plow about 4 inches of cow manure and a heavy sprinkling of Millers
Organic into the soil and rototill it about four times. For proper planting, the
soil should be fluffy and soft. The second important thing is to set the plant
in snug and tight, push roots and soil together. Before1 the fall rains start, the
plants are protected with a heavy organic mulch (cow manure and litter), inches
high. The mulch will absorb the beat of the rain and prevent soil compaction,
so the roots can breathe; and acts as a thermal blanket stabilizing soil temperatures. We get a lot of growth on the new seedlings in the fall."
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Corrections and

Additions to

The Starry-Eyed Days
By F L O R E N C E BELLIS
Barnhaven, Gresham, Oregon
After reading my articles published
in this summer's Quarterly for the first
time since publication in the Oregon
Journal some twenty-five years ago, I
was surprised that anyone with that
many stars in their eyes could ever
safely float down to earth. Since then
I have learned many things, one of
them being that bonemeal is a waste
of time and money as far as primroses
are concerned, in addition to which it
muddies the colors, as do all additives
that are pro-alkaline. The quickest
way I know to ruin a good blue is to
put it in limey soil where the most
beautiful azure will turn lavender and
a cobalt will go purple. (This often
happens to blues during their false
bloom in the fall, but they clear to true
colors in the spring. If they do not
clear to true blues in the spring, then
the trouble is either lime in the soil or
poor seed.) I have not tried lime on
pinks, and perhaps for pinks limey
leanings would produce even more
startling results. Everyone knows the
acid-for-blue and lime-for-pink reactions of hydrangeas. Then, too, there
is the fact that primroses are rapid
growers and bonemeal is slowtobreak
down — maybe it hasn't broken down
for availability by the time a primrose
is ready to be lifted and divided. Another thing, a primrose likes to get its
teeth into a lot of good humus and
there is nothing humic about bonemeal.
So, when I was advised that another of these early articles, this time
.on winter care, was to be reprinted in
the current issue, it made me nervous
enough to ask to see it before it was
turned loose. I have just read it and
find some starry-eyed conceptions that,
if taken seriously, might lose people
their primroses. First of all, in those
early days, drainage was the watchword. Drainage is still wonderful, but
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in those days if a primrose had drainage, it had all it could possibly ask.
Since then primroses, here, have sat
under flood waters days at a time,
which, of course, is not recommended.
And Candelabras have squatted in
mack for months and liked it, as long
as the muck stayed sweet. But drainage was the thing in those days, just
as bringing a "female" plant out to
the gardens to find a "male" plant to
mate it with. More likely it was a
"male" plant in search of a''female."
as "thrum-eyed" was the only word
that could stand up to "drainage"
with any hope of winning. About this
male and female thing I knew, although
I was soundly spanked by those who
didn't know then thataprimroseflower
has both male and femalesexualparts.
I also see that the weather in the
east was supposed to remain dry until
the snow drifted down, a cloud of
white butterflies settling over the primroses — leaves and crowns and all —
protecting them from every harm. With
what has happened in the Northwest
these past few years, you would never
know that the climate here is a real
Pollyanna until you read, " . . .where
the cold, if any, is moist . . . " If
any .' I know all Northwesterners will
love that with last winter still a scald
on the mind. It was December, and
the primroses were growing like mad
in the rains that brought the floods.
Then the temperature dropped from
the sixties to two below zero in a matter
of hours. And it wasn't moist any
longer. It was hard and dry, frozen
solid with a high east wind to help in
the murder.
What I wish to say now, is that
leaves piled directly on primroses,
whether the primroses are evergreen or
herbaceous, grown in the east or in the
west, is poor gardening practice. Even
if weather conditions were as ideal as

I)

I visualized them, mice love to cozy
under leaves and eat the crowns from
the top as well as follow in mole runs
and eat crowns from the bottom. A
family of field mice on a primrose
diet will clean up a patch of plants
very quickly. Then there are all the
other pests that like to crawl beneath
things in the fall to wait it out! However, fir boughs are still good, and our
good grower-treasurer, Mrs. Tail,
sometimes hangs paper excelsior over
the boughs, making an igloo which
allows air. i'aper excelsior, fluffed
directly over the plants to a depth of
from six to ten inches and battened
down with branches or twigs, takes the
place of snow when no snow, or not
enough snow, has fallen during these
frozen periods. It can be left on for
weeks with a little raising and fluffing
up now and then. Don't tenderize the
plants by allowing them to become
drawn and lush, or you are in for
trouble. But I can tell you this: Those
who protected last year, in lieu of snow
which is the ideal protection, had primroses in bloom this spring. Those
who did not, did not have primroses,
in bioom or otherwise.
it is not a matter of cold, but exposure.
All of these primroses are
hardy in Quebec where it really gets
cold, but in Quebec the snows come
early and stay late. It must be remembered that hardiness is a relative thing.
Herbaceous primroses will stand more
cold without snow or artificial protection than the evergreens — Polyanthus,
Acaulis, and the like. Hut when a
sudden freeze, without snow, follows
a long warm spell which has stirred
the dormant ones such as P. denticulata and P, pulverulenta into activity,
then they, too, will go. The cold temperature scalds the buds or short stalks,
rot sets in and spreads throughout
the crown. Strange as it seems, a
young plant — say a Polyanthus — is
less susceptible to cold than a large
plant. A large plant is too anxious to
bud up and stalk while it is still unsafe
to do so. Being soft, it is struck, rot
sets in and spreads throughout the
crown.
Or the leaves will rot and
spread the rot to the crown. If only
the majority of primroses bloomed in

the summer instead of late winter and
early spring, they would not be
troubled by activity in the danger
season and the possibility of being
caught without snow.
Farther along in this early article
I see something about oyster shell and
rock chips. It was in my oyster shell
days that I learned what limey additions do to color. Kock chips — :V
minus is used here — are easily purchased. Some like to go out and
collect a sack or two from the country.
1 can't remember if a noteof caution
has ever been sounded regarding holding plants, large or small, in flats or
pots over the winter. Flats or pots,
even when plunged, are top killers.
Plants will die in a plunged pot, outdoors, when those planted directly to
the soil will be safe. I don'tknow why.
I just know it is so, as I have learned
many things are so, or not so, in my
thirty-year love affair with primroses.
I can see that this love affair began
as all love affairs do — with stars in
the eyes — and it has followed the pattern all love affairs do that last a long
time. Sooner or later we find that the
affectionate understanding of age far
surpasses the pedestalled conceptions
of youth.

Dust for Cut Worm Aphid Control
Mix 4 parts industrial talc (available
from drug firms, about $4.50 for 50
Ibs.) with one part Ortho Botano or
similar product. The chemical is a
combination insecticide and fungicide
containing methoxychlor 5%, captan
5",,, ziram 3%, and lindane 1"0 . Add
the talc, four to one, and mix until the
color is even, to protect seedlings from
burn. Barnhaven dusts with this mixture late in the evening, every ten days
through summer and fall.

D o r o t h y D i c k s o n will conduct
judging schools again in January and
through March.
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Phone MOhawk 5-2993

THE LATH HOUSE
Primroses, Delphiniums, Fuschia,
Geraniums, Pinks, Creeping Phlox

SUNSET

GARDENS

9571 Avondole Rd.,

Redmond, Wn.

{founded 1934)

Fertilizers and Insecticide*

cordially invites you to join its growing
We sell and recommend

Williams

THE AMERICAN
ROCK GARDEN S O C I E T Y

list of enthusiastic members.
Annual Seed List

Albert "Bob" Funkner

Rt. 2, Box 238

BLUE WHALE and

Boring, Oregon

LIQUID BLUE WHALE

•

Family membership — 17
Single membership — 15
Secretory

PRIMULA SEED - VARIOUS

Assorted Floral Note Paper
2 Kodachrome Primrose
2 Kodachrome Wildflowers
2 Hand tinted Primrose
2 Swiss f l o r a l prints
1 Pressed floral

Primula, Rock Garden and other
plants shipped in the Fall.

Matching Envelopes included

SPRING HILL FARM
P.O. Box 42 - Gig Harbor, Wn.
We sell, use and recommend
BLUE WHALE

Catalog Free

GIANI POLYANTHUS;

GIANT ACAULIS;

SIEBOLDII
•

TRANSPLANTS

•

Lilt On Request

THE SCOTTISH

9 - Postpaid for $2.50

ROCK GARDEN
CLUB

SEEDS

Where there is

CUPROLIGNUM
There is no rot
(or Flats — Benches

Al Lumber Yards

Hardware Stores

Everywhere

SKY HOOK FARM
Johnson, Vermont

The yearly SEED DISTRIBUTION contains much—
including many species of primulas—unobtainable
elsewhere.
Annual subscription for full m»mb*r»hip I* £1 ($3)
Novice or Expert—you will enjoy membership.
D A V I D
JESSAMINE

ELDER

37

PENIGUI K

K1RHILU

ROAD

MIDLOTHIAN,

SCOTLAND

RUDD & CUMMINGS
1608 - 15th Av e . W,,

HONORARY

TREASURER

.Seattle 99, Wash.

Rare Alpines, Plants & Shrubs
Unusual dwarf slow growing conifers that stay dwarf, and other shrubs . . .
oil on their own roots f no seedlings) and suitable for Bonsai culture.
Large collection of heathers, Japanese Irises and many rare plants and
alpines for the Rock Garden are listed in ou r catalogue.

ALPENGLOW GARDENS
13328 Trans-Canada Hwy.

INVITES YOU TO JOIN
Tho twice yearly JOURNALS—illustrated in colour
and black and white—are musts for the primula
enthusiast, They ate spoken of in the highest terms
by alpinists and rock gardeners all over the world.

Fence Poiti

Alice Hills Baylor
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Lawrence Hochheimer

Ridge Farms Road
Norwaik, Conn. 06850

ELMER C. BALDWIN

AURICULAS; DOUBLES; SPECIES;
PLANTS

Quarterly Magazine

North Surrey, B. C., Canada

Classified Ads
SELECTED GARDEN AURICULA
seed, $1.00 per pkg. - DICKSON'S
PERENNIAL
GARDENS, 13347
56th Ave. S., Seattle, Wn. 98168.
WILL AIRMAIL bare root plants
of new color, full double auricula,
$3.50 and up. Garden and Semidoubles, 75c thru $3.00 OFFSETS
of NANCY FORD'S prize winning
edged Show Auriculas, $2.00 thru
$5.00.
Hand pollinated SEEDS:
edged show, lOc ea; Exhibition alpine: selfs and double Auricula, 5cea.
Pkgs. of garden Auriculas 25c. Send
for list of plants for sale by JANET
ROUND at Box 4011, South Colby.
Washington, 98384.
CY HAPPY offers seed from prizewinning show stock: Edged show
auricula and selfs, lOc each or the
equivalent in foreign paper currency.
Alpine auricula 5c each. CY HAPPY
4 Country Club Drive, Tacoma, Wn.
VERMONT HARDY Primroses:
Sky Hook Giant Polyanthus, Acaulis,
Auriculas, Denticulata, Julianas,
Candelabra, Species. Seeds ofdouble
auricula, 50 / £3.00; all other seeds
$1.00 per packet. Double auriculas
$3.50 each. - SKY HOOK FARM,
Johnson, Vermont.

LYNN M. RANGER
41 Lynn Shore Drive

Lynn, Massachusetts

Specialist in New and Out of Print Garden Books
Many in stock. No charge for search for any type of book, including
fiction. My supply of garden book lists is exhausted — s o r r y .
I have a few mint copies of Geoffrey Taylor's SOME 19th CENTURY
GARDENERS, London, 1915. (J. C. & Jane Loudon, Reginald Forrer,
Wm. Robinson) Scarce and fascinating, — $ 4 . 0 0 postpaid.
Use the JOHN BULL PRECISION WEEDER around fine and delicate
plants. Forged for me in England. Eight inches long, weighs only
two ounces. Over 600 in use. — $ 1.60 postpaid.
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Primroses-From Seed to Flower
By KSTHER HASKO
Central Islip, Long Island, New York

Raising primroses from seed should
not be too difficult if you consider five
prime factors. They are Good Seed,
Good Soil, Good Drainage, Good Ventilation, Goodly Patience. Primroses
are more exacting in their requirements
than are annuals. I no longer trust
my seeds to the vagaries of eastern
winters. "House care" reduces spring
loss from slugs, cutworms, and scratching birds, because the seedlings have
grown to transplants by then.
I start mine as soon as I obtain
seed, usually in late summer for the
acaulis and polyanthus, and fall or
winter for the candelabras.
The best size for flats or seed boxes
is about 12x IGinches — small enough
to set on a tray for watering. Sterilize
old flats before you fill them — turn
them upside down and pour boiling
water over the slats. The slats should
be widely spaced for good drainage,
and I like to nail a strip of wood on
each end of the box to raise it off the
ground. To prevent soil from dropping
out, put a layer of screen in the bottom
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of the box or flat. Cover with a layer
of pebbles or grit for drainage. If you
do not want to mix and sterilize your
own soil, you could use the ready mixed African Violet soil. Thin this
out with perlite or vermiculite, and
sphagnum — one third of each.
p'ill the flat nearly to the top! Free
circulation of air is essential, all around
the top, sides, and bottom of the flat.
Flats should not be partially filled
nor touch each other, nor rest on a
flat surface.
I set my seed flats on
discarded wire dish-draining baskets.
Shake the flat to settle the soil, adding
more now if needed. Pressing down
with a small block of wood, make
rows about two inches apart. Mix the
seed with a little sifted perlite or sand
to sow seed more evenly. Set flat on
tray or in sink with water h a l f w a y up
the sides of the flat. When moisture
rises to the top, set the flat out to drain.
Do not cover seed, but when sprouts
begin to show, lightly sprinkle a mixture of perlite and sphagnum over the
sprouting seeds. They will -send roots

down and short stems will appear with
the seed on top. It takes a few days
for the seed to open up and display the
leaf. Spray a fine mist of water every
day to prevent drying of seed. I have
never had them damp-off under this
treatment.
I do not have a cool greenhouse;
I use a cool spot in my cellar along
the foundation of an outside wall.
Primroses should be grown "cool,"
about 55° to 60°.
For shelving, you could put some
boards on a couple of saw-horses, or
hang a shelf from the beams, low
enough to work on. Above this, hang
a bracket or fixture with a double tube
of fluorescent lights; 24 inch tubes take
care of four 12 x 16 flats. Place about
eight inches from the light and give
them about 12 hours daily. I find this
method better than a window, which I
tried at first. Both light and temperature changed too much. I tried cold
frames, but a long February thaw
made the seeds germinate, and the
subsequent cold killed the seedlings.
If you use African Violet soil, your
plants will have nutrients enough to
carry them on for several weeks. If
I you sowed your seeds thinly youwould
not have to transplant them as soon.
If they seem crowded, transplant when
the second true leaf appears. I like to
carry them on to larger plants before
transplanting, but it takes more seed
flat space. When the plants have five
or six leaves, they can be brought up
to a warmer atmosphere and set in a
window. I am going to leave some of
mine under lights in the cellar until
time to transplant in the spring.
(Editor's Note: See Mrs. Jan MacDougars article, Vol. XXIII, No. 1
on the effect of rotation. }
Sometime in May I prepare an outdoor bed in partial shade. I use wellrotted cow manure or rich humus and
compost in the bottom of the bed. The
top three inches should be a lighter
mixture with leaf-mold, sand, and a
little bone meal added to the rich compost. After the bed is well watered and
settled, set out the plants about 5-6
inches apart, being careful to place
them at the same depth they were
growing before. This new bed should
be kept free of weeds and watered so
that it never dries out. A mulch of
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pine needles between the plants will
help conserve moisture. They need
summer water to make good growth
and bloom in the spring. Before freezing weather arrives, have some excelsior on hand and gather evergreen
branches, such as pine. The mulch
will protect the primroses and provide
a breathing space when heavy snow
lies on your garden.
The acaulis and polyanthus keep
most of their leaves over winter, but
the candelabras and other heavyleaved varieties such asthedenticulatas
lose their leaves. The latter may come
up much too soon and get the central
bud frozen. This shaded method prevents them from coming up too soon.
Most of these primroses will bloom in
spring and can then be lifted, with a
ball of earth, and set out in the garden
to complement your spring bulbs with
their cheerful, bright colors. I also set
primrose plants around the sunken
wire baskets which protect my planted
lilies. The primroses hide the basket
tops and give color to the bare spots
before the lilies emerge.
If these spots are too sunny in the
summer, the primroses can be put
back into their shady bed again to
grow on until the next springtime display. Or you may want to make a
primrose walk, with the plants shaded
by overhead branches of oak or apple
trees. The roots of evergreens and
maples rob the soil of moisture. Avoid
mid-day sun and windy locations.
Wind, whether hot or cold, is very
drying.
This moving back and forth applies
only to the acaulis and polyanthus, as
the Asiatics make such heavy, long
roots they would be difficult to move
except when quite small, or after blooming when they can be divided. So a
permanent and damp place should be
found for them, preferably where daylilies or other plants shade them in
late summer when they are finished
blooming.
If you already have a green thumb,
and have raised other plants from seed,
wouldn't it be fun to add this to your
accomplishments ?

Remember our Slide Chairman has
fine program material.
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Seed Exchange
By ELMER C. BALDWIN — Seed Exchange Editor
400 Tecumseh Rd., Syracuse 10, N. Y.

•

SEED EXCHANGE FINANCIAL REPORT FOR 1965

Cash on hand July 1, 1964
Disbursements:
Office supplies
Postage
Seeds purchased
Sponsored memberships
Printing

THE BEST IN POLYANTHUS & AURICULAS; HYBRIDS & SPECIES,
D1ANTHUS, ROCKERY PLANTS, DWARF CONIFERS & SEEDLING TREES
Plants for sale at Garden

$240.38
26.02
89.26
350.12
47.20
40.39
552.99

Income:
Seed distribution

Primula Plants
'

DICKSON'S PERENNIAL GARDENS
13347 - 56th Avenue South

•

Seattle 88, Washington

CH 4-5846

CAPITOLA, CALIFORNIA

Acaena, Ajuga, Hypericum, I v y ,
Pachysandra, Sedum, Vinca minor

118.71

Bog and Pool Plants

$121.67

Bogbean, Dwarf Cattail, Iris, Poppy,

Respectfully submitted
Elmer C. Baldwin (s)
Seed Chairman
June 1, 1965

Marsh Marigold, Umbrella Pfant

L. N. ROBERSON
COMPANY

SEED EXCHANGE ACTIVITY - 1965

1539 N.E. 103rd Street

Number of items in list
Number of contributors
Number of Primulas
Requests for seeds
Packets prepared and mailed
Items in the list which were not requested
Item sent out in greatest number ( # 5 2 0 )
Number of Primula packets prepared and mailed

Seattle, Washington

691
55
153
264
9613
10
161
5576

98125

LA 3 - 1 1 8 9
Pacific strain of
Polyanthus Primrose*.
fresh seed available now.

LIQUINOX

OZARK GARDENS
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•

VETTERLE & REINELT

434.28
118.71

Cash on hand June 1, 1965

Members are asked to please note
Mr. Baldwin's request for early delivery or word of seed, by October 31.
Contributors have first choice, so, if
you want seed, and have quality seed
to send, a prompt response will be
better for everyone.

Open Daily and Sundays

Monthly Newspaper for Gardeners!

THE ALL-PURPOSE BLUE RIBBON FERTILIZER

Covers all phases of indoor-outdoor gardening. Helpful, informative, friendly! Many
special columns not found in other garden
publications. Bargains, too!

Contain* Yvcco Extract
10-10-5

0-10-10
Pint

Subscription S2.50 - Sample copy 25jf
OZARK
P.O. Box 472-PS

.85

$1.50

Gallon

$3.95

KEIFFER'S NURSERY

GARDENS

- Freeport, Illinois

Quart

6)033

Kirkland, Washington
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VA. 2-5326

FOR FINEST
BLOOMS

FOR HEALTHIEST
PLANTS
USE

BLUE

WHALE

The finest sphagnum peat moss impregnatedwith Hquidwhale solubles
— the finest, completely balanced plant food available. The peat moss
conditions the soil, holds moisture and releases the food to the plant
gradually as needed, without washing away or leaching. The favorite
of commercial growers and prize winning gardeners. And, it's unexcelled for lawns. Builds up the humus for thick, springy turf.

Liquid

WHALE

Whale solubles in a liquid, concentrated form. Rich in PROTEINS.
The essence from the whole whale, containing all the vitamins which
went into its enormous growth from its rich natural feed of krill and
plankton — the highest protein diet of any living creature. Liquid
Whale is the most effective plant food and, counting the results, the
least expensive for the lawn, the garden, or the greenhouse. Use it
once and results will convince.

New

Ready -to -Use ^ Safe

Trouble-Free,
Soil-less
INSTANT

Planting Mix

\d on Univer
"5. A Soil-less Mix packaged for Home
Gardeners. (Used by foremost Nurserymen on the West Coast.) The ultimate in
Water-Holding Capacity. USE "AS - IS."
Free of Weeds, Disease and Harmful Salts.
Measured and Constant Fertility — Forming known base for liquid fertilizing for
heavier feeders.
(If desired, drainage can be added for
plants such as cacti.)

Sold by leading Garden Stores and Nurseries

ACME PEAT PRODUCTS LIMITED
687 No. 7 Road, R. R. 2 — Richmond, B. C, Canada
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